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Abstract. The zirconium-in-rutile thermometer enjoys widespread use, but confidence in its 18 

accuracy is limited because experiments were conducted at higher temperatures than many rutile-19 

bearing rocks, and calibration uncertainties have not been quantitatively assessed. Refined 20 

calibrations were developed using bootstrap regression to minimize residuals in the natural 21 

logarithm of the equilibrium constant, based on experiments only (n=32) and on a combined 22 

compilation of experiments and natural data (n=94, total). Rearranging the regression to solve for 23 

T, and expressing Zr concentration (C) in ppm (µg/g), the calibrations in the a-quartz stability 24 

field are: 25 

Experimental dataset: 26 

𝑇	(°𝐶) =	
68740 + 0.441 · 𝑃(𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑠) − 0.114 ∗ 𝐶(𝑝𝑝𝑚)

129.76 − 𝑅 · 𝑙𝑛[𝐶(𝑝𝑝𝑚)] − 273.15 27 

Combined dataset: 28 

𝑇	(°𝐶) =	
71360 + 0.378 · 𝑃(𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑠) − 0.130 · 𝐶(𝑝𝑝𝑚)

130.66 − 𝑅 · 𝑙𝑛[𝐶(𝑝𝑝𝑚)] − 273.1 29 

Thermodynamics of the quartz-coesite transition as applied to the calibration for a-quartz yields 30 

calibrations for the coesite stability field: 31 

Experimental dataset 32 

𝑇	(°𝐶) =	
71290 + 0.310 · 𝑃(𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑠) − 0.114 ∗ 𝐶(𝑝𝑝𝑚)

128.76 − 𝑅 · 𝑙𝑛[𝐶(𝑝𝑝𝑚)] − 273.15 33 

Combined dataset: 34 

𝑇	(°𝐶) =	
73910 + 0.247 · 𝑃(𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑠) − 0.130 · 𝐶(𝑝𝑝𝑚)

129.65 − 𝑅 · 𝑙𝑛[𝐶(𝑝𝑝𝑚)] − 273.15 35 

Propagated temperature uncertainties are ±20-30 °C (2s) for the experimental dataset calibration, 36 

and ±10-15 °C (2s) for the combined dataset. Compared to previous experimental calibrations, the 37 

refined thermometer predicts temperatures up to 40 °C lower for T ≤ 550 °C, and systematically 38 

higher temperatures for T > 800 °C. With careful attention to distributions of Zr in rutile grains, 39 

precisions of ±5 °C and accuracies ~±15 °C may be possible, although poor understanding of how 40 

to select compositions for thermometry will typically lead to larger uncertainties. The ZiR 41 

calibration promises continued high-precision and accurate thermometry, and possibly improved 42 
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thermodynamic properties, but the sources of compositional variability in rutile warrant further 43 

scrutiny.  44 

 45 
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Introduction 48 

The zirconium-in-rutile thermometer (ZiR), first calibrated empirically (Zack et al., 2004), 49 

then experimentally (Watson et al., 2006; Tomkins et al., 2007) is highly precise and has been 50 

widely applied. It is based on the temperature sensitive net-transfer reaction: 51 

ZrSiO4 = SiO2 + ZrO2 Eq. 1 52 

Here, the reference polymorphs are taken to be zircon, a-quartz, and tetragonal-ZrO2 (“t-53 

ZrO2”), although other polymorphs for all these compositions are possible (Fig. 1). It is assumed 54 

that substitution of Zr in rutile occurs as t-ZrO2, unlike monoclinic baddeleyite. Most applications 55 

of the thermometer prefer the wholly experimental calibration of Tomkins et al. (2007), not least 56 

because it directly incorporates pressure dependencies. However, Zr-in-rutile experiments are 57 

mostly very high temperature (averaging ~1150 °C), whereas many rutile-bearing rocks form at 58 

substantially lower temperatures (Fig. 1). In that context, Watson et al. (2006) used a small set of 59 

lower-temperature empirical data to help define the temperature-dependence of the reaction within 60 

a thermodynamic formalism.  61 

Since 2007, new experiments (Hofmann et al., 2013) improve the experimental basis of the 62 

calibration. More importantly, widespread application of ZiR to natural rocks has resulted in 63 

numerous studies that compare, directly or indirectly, temperatures determined using ZiR with 64 

temperatures determined from other thermobarometers or from thermodynamically-calculated 65 

mineral assemblage diagrams (MAD’s or “pseudosections”). These data permit ZiR to be refined 66 

over a region of P-T space not accessible to experiments, especially ≤650 °C and with a denser 67 

population of moderate to high pressures (Fig. 1). One important result of the current effort is to 68 

propagate calibration uncertainties to compositional and pressure-temperature (P-T) conditions of 69 

interest so as to assess the possible magnitude of systematic errors, i.e. ZiR accuracy. 70 

In this paper, published measurements of Zr contents in rutile and corresponding P-T 71 

conditions are compiled, as determined experimentally (Watson et al., 2006; Ferry and Watson, 72 

2007; Tomkins et al., 2007; Hofmann et al., 2013) and empirically using mineral assemblage 73 

diagrams or thermobarometry (see supplemental file for values and sources). The use of empirical 74 

data follows the approach of Watson et al. (2006), but with considerably more observations. These 75 

data are then regressed using bootstrapped, weighted, linear regressions to refine ZiR and 76 
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determine calibration uncertainties. Next, uncertainties are propagated in calculated temperatures, 77 

corresponding to calibration errors, for a range of typical measured compositions. Lastly, 78 

implications of the refined calibration for rocks and for thermodynamic properties are discussed. 79 

 80 

Methods 81 

Thermodynamic basis  82 

Equilibrium among zircon, a-quartz, and tetragonal ZrO2 can be expressed 83 

thermodynamically by: 84 

Δ𝐺(𝑃, 𝑇) = 0 = 	Δ𝐻(1	𝑏𝑎𝑟, 𝑇) − 𝑇Δ𝑆(𝑃, 𝑇) + 𝑃Δ𝑉(𝑃, 𝑇) + 	𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛𝐾JK Eq. 2 85 

where DG is the Gibbs free energy of reaction, T and P are temperature and pressure, DH, DS, and 86 

DV are the enthalpy, entropy and volume of reaction (ignoring compressibilities) for the pure 87 

endmember minerals, R is the gas constant, and Keq is the equilibrium constant. The equilibrium 88 

constant is expressed in terms of activities: 89 

𝐾JK 	= 	
𝑎LMNOPQ · 𝑎RMKSTOLU

𝑎UVOWXY
																																																																																																																			𝐸𝑞. 3 90 

where 𝑎LMNOPQ , 𝑎RMKSTOLU, and 𝑎UVOWXY are the activities of the chemical endmember components 91 

of Equation 1, as referenced to the crystalline structures t-ZrO2, a-quartz, and zircon. 92 

Assuming non-ideal mixing between ZrO2 and TiO2 in rutile (Tomkins et al., 2007), this 93 

expression can be expanded to: 94 

Δ𝐺(𝑃, 𝑇) = 0 = Δ𝐻(1, 𝑇) − 𝑇Δ𝑆(𝑃, 𝑇) + 𝑃Δ𝑉(𝑃, 𝑇) +𝑊 · 𝑋NOPQ^𝑋NOPQ − 2_ + 𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛𝐾JK
`  Eq. 4 95 

where W is a Margules-type interaction term, and: 96 

𝐾JK` 	= 	
𝑋LMNOPQ · 𝑎RMKSTOLU

𝑎UVOWXY
																																																																																																																	𝐸𝑞. 5 97 

In principle W can depend on P and T, but the current dataset cannot resolve such a 98 

dependency and it is assumed to be constant (see Tomkins et al., 2007). While the activity of zircon 99 

is essentially 1 if zircon is stable, the activity of a-quartz will be lower at P-T conditions where it 100 

is absent or where other SiO2 polymorphs are stable (e.g., coesite for natural rocks, b-quartz and 101 
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tridymite for experimental data). Because all experiments and rocks considered in this study 102 

contained zircon, azircon was assumed to be equal to 1.0. For rocks containing a-quartz, aa-quartz was 103 

also assumed to be equal to 1.0. For rocks and experiments with another polymorph of SiO2  aa-104 

quartz was calculated using an internally consistent thermodynamic database (Berman and 105 

Aranovich, 1996), as implemented using Theriak-Domino (De Capitani and Petrakakis, 2010). 106 

Specifically, input consisted of the experimental P-T conditions plus a composition of 100% SiO2; 107 

output included the activities of all SiO2 polymorphs, including a-quartz (supplemental Table S1). 108 

All fit parameters and thermodynamic terms are reported in units of J/mole, bar, and K. 109 

 110 

Experimental data  111 

Experimental data were taken from SiO2-saturated experiments of Watson et al. (2006), 112 

Tomkins et al. (2007) and Hofmann et al. (2013). The Zr content used for calibration was taken 113 

directly from tables of means (Watson et al., 2006; Hofmann et al., 2013) and the midpoint of 114 

bracketing experiments (Tomkins et al., 2007). Few experiments were conducted in the a-quartz 115 

stability field, so XZrO2 was multiplied by the (reduced) activity of a-quartz to maintain equilibrium 116 

according to Eqs. 2, 3, and 5 (see Ferry and Watson, 2007). The SiO2-undersaturated (ZrO2-117 

bearing) experimental results of Ferry and Watson (2007) were omitted partly because they are 118 

statistical outliers but also because they were conducted in the t-ZrO2 stability field (Fig. 1). The 119 

thermodynamic properties of t-ZrO2 are not known sufficiently well to predict aa-quartz accurately. 120 

Errors were assigned according to how the data were originally presented: for the Tomkins et al. 121 

(2007) data, errors were treated as brackets with a combined error equal to the sum of squares of 122 

the bracket width divided by 4 and the stated measurement uncertainty. For Watson et al. (2006) 123 

and Hofmann et al. (2013), each experiment was treated as a separate measurement with reported 124 

composition errors. Temperature and pressure uncertainties were set at ±10 °C and ±500 bars (2s), 125 

except for room pressure experiments, where the uncertainty in pressure was set to 0.001 (to avoid 126 

computational errors). Three SiO2-saturated experiments were omitted as statistical outliers, 127 

leading to 32 experimental data points between 675 and 1400 °C (median = 1200 °C), and 1 and 128 

30 kbar (median = 10 kbar). 129 

 130 
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Natural data  131 

Natural data were taken from published data on rocks that all contained rutile, zircon and 132 

either quartz or coesite, whose P-T conditions were independently constrained. Including data 133 

from rocks generally improves regression statistics because they record much lower temperatures 134 

than achievable experimentally, so provide strong leverage on regressed fit parameters and 135 

(potentially) thermodynamic properties. For the ZiR calibration, rocks also more densely sample 136 

a large range of pressures. However, assigning a Zr content to rutile corresponding to peak 137 

metamorphic conditions requires considering processes that can affect the Zr-contents, both during 138 

prograde metamorphism and retrograde cooling. The philosophy taken here is that Zr contents of 139 

at least some rutile grains reequilibrate during prograde metamorphism (Penniston-Dorland et al., 140 

2018), whereas rutile in high temperature rocks exhibit little reequilibration during cooling below 141 

c. 700 °C (Ewing et al., 2013; Kohn et al., 2016). This view warrants additional discussion of how 142 

rutile compositions deviate from or correspond with peak P-T conditions: 143 

With respect to prograde formation, thermodynamically-based mineral assemblage 144 

diagrams suggest that rutile should form over a limited P-T region (typically c. 10 °C or 200 bars; 145 

M. Kohn, unpublished models), and many rocks show rutile inclusions in peak metamorphic 146 

minerals. These observations imply that rutile forms prior to the peak of metamorphism, so in 147 

principle its chemistry could reflect a prograde rather than peak P-T condition. If so, and if rutile 148 

were inert, it would show a very limited range of Zr contents, with generally low concentrations. 149 

However, most datasets for rutile in rocks that formed below 700 °C show a large range of Zr 150 

contents and relatively high concentrations of Zr in some grains (see original studies cited in 151 

Supplemental Table S1). This range of compositions cannot represent diffusional reequilibration 152 

because the position-dependent closure temperature (Dodson, 1986) for Zr in rutile is c. 700 °C 153 

for the cores of cylindrical grains (assuming typical grain sizes and cooling rates of 50 µm and 10-154 

25 °C/Ma, and diffusion parameters of Cherniak et al., 2007 and Dohmen et al., 2018). Assuming 155 

that experimental calibrations of ZiR are even approximately correct, some rutile grains must 156 

reequilibrate above the predicted rutile-in reaction along the prograde path (e.g., see Penniston-157 

Dorland et al., 2016) presumably by dissolution-reprecipitation or recrystallization.  158 

Conversely, during cooling, rutile may reequilibrate via diffusion or recrystallization, or 159 

simply fail to maintain equilibrium with quartz and zircon because kinetic limitations such as 160 
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diffusion along grain boundaries ultimately prevent mutual equilibration (e.g., see Ewing et al., 161 

2013; Kohn et al., 2016). This process appears to affect only the outer 10-20 microns of individual 162 

crystals in rocks as temperatures decrease below c. 700 °C (Kohn et al., 2016), or creates 163 

compositional disparities among crystals for UHT rocks (Ewing et al., 2013; Pape et al., 2016; see 164 

also data of Kooijman et al., 2012). Even for UHT rocks, the highest Zr-contents appear broadly 165 

consistent (again, assuming experimental calibrations have merit) with a peak metamorphic 166 

temperature as determined using phase equilibria. This further suggests that resetting of rutile 167 

grains during cooling is not complete. 168 

If the previous discussion holds true, rutile grains with peak metamorphic compositions 169 

are likely to occur somewhere in a rock, whereas reequilibration during cooling appears limited to 170 

temperatures above c. 700 °C. In that context, potential calibrant samples were omitted if, within 171 

thermometric uncertainty, they must have equilibrated at T >700 °C. As one example of this 172 

potential reequilibration, in a study of the Main Central Thrust, ZiR temperatures correspond well 173 

with thermobarometry at temperatures below 700 °C, but record temperatures of ~690 °C for rocks 174 

whose temperatures determined from other thermobarometers was ~750 °C (Kohn, 2008). 175 

Similarly, Pauly et al. (2016) report a large proportion of ZiR temperatures of ~740 °C for matrix 176 

grains in rocks whose peak metamorphic temperatures exceeded 900 °C. For these reasons, some 177 

natural data reported in Watson et al. (2006) were not used: samples from the Adirondacks (T=765 178 

°C) and Lebait (1070 °C). Data for a rock from Santa Catalina were also removed because Watson 179 

et al. (2006) report circularity in linking temperature with rutile composition.  180 

Lastly, no rocks were included whose temperatures were ≤450 °C because low-temperature 181 

rutile in rutilated quartz veins contains much higher Zr contents than can be consistent with any 182 

higher-temperature thermometric extrapolation (Shulaker et al., 2015). The origin of this deviation 183 

at low temperature is unclear, and Shulaker et al. (2015) suggest several possible calibration and 184 

analytical biases. The independence of Ti contents in quartz on temperature may suggest 185 

disequilibrium of the quartz-rutile-(zircon) system at such low temperatures or for this type of 186 

occurrence of rutile + quartz. 187 

For natural rutile, the maximum reported Zr concentration was used, assuming (as 188 

discussed above) that some rutile grains reequilibrate during prograde metamorphism, and that 189 

retrograde reequilibration is small for these relatively low temperature rocks. Uncertainties in Zr 190 
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content were based on compositional variability reported in each study. This approach probably 191 

overestimates uncertainties because it represents the entire range of compositions in a sample, 192 

which probably reflect rutile that crystallized over a range of temperatures (e.g., see Penniston-193 

Dorland et al., 2018). For studies that did not directly report compositional standard deviations, 194 

uncertainties were calculated from raw measurements, or the quarter range of a reported total 195 

compositional range (either reported directly, or calculated based on the reported temperature 196 

range using the calibration of Tomkins et al., 2007). If only a single temperature was reported, that 197 

study was omitted. 198 

P-T conditions in natural samples assumed published P-T means (excluding any 199 

temperature estimates based on ZiR), and errors were based on either standard deviations or, more 200 

typically, ranges. If no temperature or pressure uncertainties were recommended, 2s uncertainties 201 

were set at ±50 °C and either ±1000 bars (P<20 kbar) or ±2000 bars (P≥20 kbar). A minimum 202 

temperature uncertainty of ±25 °C was assigned (i.e., if reported uncertainties were lower, they 203 

were increased to ±25 °C) based on typical minimum errors reported for thermobarometric studies 204 

(e.g., see Ferry, 1980). These errors (±25-50 °C; ±1000-2000 bars) are far larger than the 205 

calibration uncertainties in a single thermometer or barometer and generally represent the effects 206 

of mineral compositional variation in rocks beyond analytical errors (Kohn and Spear, 1991). 207 

In all, 62 data points between 480 and 725 °C (median = 650 °C), and between 3.5 and 208 

31.5 kbar (median = 18.7 kbar) make up the natural sample dataset. 209 

Calculating Keq  210 

For converting Zr concentrations in ppm to mole fractions, the following expression from 211 

Tomkins et al. (2007) was used: 212 

𝑋NOPQ =
8768.3 · 𝐶NO

10ab − 4739.3 · 𝐶NO
																																																																																																							𝐸𝑞. 6 213 

where 𝑋NOPQ  is mole fraction of ZrO2 in rutile and CZr is Zr concentration in ppm (=µg/g). This 214 

expression assumes mixing between only ZrO2 and TiO2, but even the highest concentrations of 215 

other components likely to be encountered (e.g., 1000s of ppm for Cr and 1-2 wt% for Nb; (Zack 216 

and Kooijman, 2017) introduce relative uncertainties in 𝑋LMNOPQ  of <1%. For coesite-bearing 217 

assemblages, 𝑎RMKSTOLU  was calculated using the thermodynamic database of Berman and 218 
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Aranovich (1996) as implemented using de Capitani and Petrakakis (2010). No rocks considered 219 

here equilibrated in the stability field of b-quartz or other SiO2 polymorphs (Fig. 1). 220 

 221 

Regressions and thermometers 222 

In principle, uncertainties can be minimized either in −𝑙𝑛c𝐾JK` d by using weighted linear 223 

regressions, or in T (or 1/T) by using non-linear minimization approaches. Minimization of 224 

residuals in −𝑙𝑛c𝐾JK` d between models and data was employed in this study because it is 225 

computationally straightforward and provides direct estimates of fit parameters that have potential 226 

thermodynamic value, and that can be readily incorporated into thermometer calibrations. Because 227 

the activity of zircon was assumed to be equal to 1.0, models minimized residuals in ln(𝐾JK` ) by 228 

regressing a rearranged form of Eq. 4: 229 

−𝑙𝑛c𝐾JK` d = −𝑙𝑛c𝑋NOPQ · 𝑎RMKSTOLUd = 	
T

e·f(g)
+ 𝑏 +	 W·h(iTOj)

e·f(g)
+ 𝑑 · lmnoQ^lmnoQMp_

e·f(g)
 Eq. 7 230 

where a, b, c and d are regressed fit parameters. In comparison with Equation 4, the fit parameters 231 

a, b, c, and d would correspond with DH, -DS/R, DV and W of reaction, respectively. 232 

Two calibrations of Eq. 7 were calculated based on experiments-only data (Experimental 233 

Model) and on the entire dataset of experiments plus rocks (Combined Model). A simple weighted 234 

least squares regression is commonly used for calibrations, but can misrepresent uncertainties and 235 

correlations for three reasons: outliers strongly influence the regression, errors occur in 236 

independent variables (as well as the dependent variable), and variation does not necessarily follow 237 

Gaussian statistics. With respect to Eq. 7, each observation of composition, pressure, and 238 

temperature carries uncertainty, so a simple weighted linear regression that minimizes residuals in 239 

−𝑙𝑛c𝐾JK` d (alone) will underestimate uncertainties and propagated errors.  240 

A bootstrap method was chosen to calibrate Eq. 7 because it reduces sensitivity to outliers 241 

and permits simultaneous assessment of uncertainties in independent variables without prior 242 

assumptions about the distribution of data. At its core, this method uses a Monte Carlo approach 243 

in which a dataset is randomly sampled, with replacement, for a number of datapoints equal to the 244 

number of primary observations. For each randomly chosen datum, the value of any parameter 245 

with measurement uncertainty is simultaneously sampled randomly within its stated uncertainty. 246 
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Each iteration then employs a weighted linear regression to derive a set of regressed parameters. 247 

The process is repeated a large number of times, and statistical properties (means, standard 248 

deviations, correlations) are calculated.  249 

For the ZiR data, the dataset was randomly sampled with replacement, simultaneously 250 

perturbing values of temperature, pressure, and composition in each datum within the range of 251 

their assumed uncertainties. That is, comparing any two iterations, the suite of datapoints was not 252 

identical (random sampling with replacement) except fortuitously, and the exact values of 253 

temperature, pressure, and composition for any one datapoint were not the same (random 254 

perturbation). For each iteration, the randomly sampled data were regressed using a simple 255 

weighted linear regression to derive values of a, b, c, and d in Eq. 7, and the process was repeated 256 

10,000 times. The means of a, b, c, and d, and their corresponding variance-covariance matrix 257 

were calculated from the aggregate values of the 10,000 iterations. These values define the best-258 

fit calibration within the a-quartz stability field. 259 

A thermometer appropriate to the coesite stability field was determined by regressing 260 

values of RTln(𝑎RMKSTOLU) vs. P and T over a grid of P-T conditions in the coesite stability field 261 

between 500 and 1000°C and between 25 and 40 kbar. This correction was then added to the 262 

calibration of ZiR in the a-quartz stability field. Although applications in the b-quartz stability 263 

field are expected to be rare, a similar approach was used to derive a calibration (see Supplemental 264 

file) using a P-T grid between 800 and 1200 °C, and 5 to 15 kbar. 265 

Propagated uncertainties in temperature were calculated for assumed compositions and 266 

pressure as a byproduct of the bootstrap method. Each Monte Carlo iteration yields a calibration, 267 

from which temperatures can be calculated. That is, the 10,000 iterations yield 10,000 possible 268 

calibrations. Any assumed Zr concentration and pressure can then be converted into 10,000 269 

estimates of temperature, from which a mean and standard deviation can be calculated. In this 270 

study, temperatures were calculated at 15 kbar for assumed Zr contents of 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, 271 

640, and 1280 (corresponding roughly with temperatures ranging from 400 to 800 °C). Propagated 272 

errors in temperature for the Tomkins et al. (2007) calibration were calculated using a variance-273 

covariance matrix that was kindly provided by R. Powell (pers. comm., 2019). 274 

 275 
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Results 276 

Regressed values and 2s errors for a, b, c, and d parameters, are listed in Table 1 for the 277 

Experimental and Combined Models, with the published regression of Tomkins et al. (2007) for 278 

comparison. Variance-covariance matrices are provided in the supplemental file. 279 

 280 
Table 1. Regression parameters for Tomkins et al. (2007), the Experimental Model, and the 281 
Combined Model, with 2s uncertainties 282 

Parameter1 a (J/mole) b c (J/bar) d (J/mole) 
Tomkins et al. (2007)2 85500±4600 -3.50±0.36 0.476±0.039 10000 

Experimental (n=32) 68740±6080 -1.66±0.66 0.441±0.124 65240±37810 
Combined (n=94) 71360±37703750 -1.77±0.39 0.378±0.079 74100±33500 

1Comparison of equations 4 and 7 implies that, if the values for a, b, c, and d have thermodynamic significance, they 283 
would correspond with thermodynamic parameters DH, DS/R, DV, and W 284 
2The regression parameters from Tomkins et al. (2007) are reversed in sign relative to this study; their published errors 285 
are 2s (R. Powell, pers. comm. 2019). 286 

For the Experimental Model (with 32 data points), a high R2 value (0.995) indicates the 287 

regression is highly significant, but the MSWD as applied to experimental plus natural data is 6.1 288 

(Fig. 2; 3.0 for experimental data alone), indicating scatter beyond measured compositional 289 

variability. Watson et al. (2006) and Tomkins et al. (2007) also show excess scatter in their 290 

thermometer regressions, especially for data at 30 kbar. For the Combined Model (with 94 data 291 

points), a high R2 value (0.995) also indicates a highly significant regression. The errors on 292 

regressed parameters are markedly smaller, although the MSWD is still high (5.4; Fig. 2). The 293 

Experimental and Combined Models make almost identical predictions, but the Combined Model 294 

has the smallest parameter errors (Table 1) and propagated errors (Table 2). Using values from 295 

Table 1, equation 7 can be rearranged to solve for T as a function of P and 𝑋NOPQ  for rocks with 296 

coexisting rutile, zircon, and a-quartz. For the Experimental Model, the thermometric equation is: 297 

𝑇	(°𝐶) =	
68740 + 0.441 · (𝑃 − 1)(𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑠) + 65240 · 𝑋𝑍𝑟𝑂2 · c𝑋𝑍𝑟𝑂2 − 2d

13.80 − 𝑅 · 𝑙𝑛c𝑋𝑍𝑟𝑂2d
− 273.15																							𝐸𝑞. 8 298 

The corresponding equation for the Combined Model is: 299 

𝑇	(°𝐶) =	
71360 + 0.378 · (𝑃 − 1)(𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑠) + 74100 · 𝑋𝑍𝑟𝑂2 · c𝑋𝑍𝑟𝑂2 − 2d

14.70 − 𝑅 · 𝑙𝑛c𝑋𝑍𝑟𝑂2d
− 273.15																					𝐸𝑞. 9 300 
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From the thermodynamics of the quartz-coesite transition, an equation can be calculated for rutile 301 

that coexists with zircon and coesite. For the Experimental Model: 302 

𝑇	(°𝐶) =	
71290 + 0.310 · (𝑃 − 1)(𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑠) + 65240 · 𝑋𝑍𝑟𝑂2 · c𝑋𝑍𝑟𝑂2 − 2d

12.79 − 𝑅 · 𝑙𝑛c𝑋𝑍𝑟𝑂2d
− 273.15																							𝐸𝑞. 10 303 

The corresponding equation for the Combined Model is: 304 

𝑇	(°𝐶) =	
73910 + 0.247 · (𝑃 − 1)(𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑠) + 74100 · 𝑋𝑍𝑟𝑂2 · c𝑋𝑍𝑟𝑂2 − 2d

13.69 − 𝑅 · 𝑙𝑛c𝑋𝑍𝑟𝑂2d
− 273.15																					𝐸𝑞. 11 305 

As highlighted by Ferry and Watson (2007), for rocks that lack an SiO2 phase, XZrO2 in the 306 

denominator would need to be multiplied by the activity of a-quartz (Eqs. 8, 9) or the activity of 307 

coesite (Eqs. 10, 11). Equations 8-11 hold over the entire range of zirconium concentrations. As 308 

noted by Tomkins et al. (2007), for nearly all rocks, XZrO2 is very small, and for Equation 6 the 309 

conversion between XZrO2 and the concentration of Zr (= C) in ppm (µg/g) simplifies to XZrO2 ~ 310 

C*8768.3/1010. Making this substitution into the denominators of Equations 8 – 11 requires adding 311 

the difference between the natural logarithms of 1x1010 and 8768.3 (=13.947), multiplied by R 312 

(=115.96). The non-ideal interaction term can also be approximated by -2*W*8768.3/1010. This 313 

approach provides a close approximation of the thermometer as expressed in ppm Zr in rutile, up 314 

to ~25,000 ppm:  315 

In the a-quartz field for the Experimental Model: 316 

𝑇	(°𝐶) = 	
68740 + 0.441 · 𝑃(𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑠) − 0.114 ∗ 𝐶(𝑝𝑝𝑚)

129.76 − 𝑅 · 𝑙𝑛[𝐶(𝑝𝑝𝑚)] − 273.15																																																									𝐸𝑞. 12 317 

In the a-quartz field for the Combined Model: 318 

𝑇	(°𝐶) =	
71360 + 0.378 · 𝑃(𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑠) − 0.130 · 𝐶(𝑝𝑝𝑚)

130.66 − 𝑅 · 𝑙𝑛[𝐶(𝑝𝑝𝑚)] − 273.15																																																											𝐸𝑞. 13 319 

In the coesite field for the Experimental Model: 320 

𝑇	(°𝐶) =	
71290 + 0.310 · 𝑃(𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑠) − 0.114 ∗ 𝐶(𝑝𝑝𝑚)

128.76 − 𝑅 · 𝑙𝑛[𝐶(𝑝𝑝𝑚)] − 273.15																																																										𝐸𝑞. 14 321 

In the coesite field for the Combined Model: 322 

𝑇	(°𝐶) = 	
73910 + 0.247 · 𝑃(𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑠) − 0.130 · 𝐶(𝑝𝑝𝑚)

129.65 − 𝑅 · 𝑙𝑛[𝐶(𝑝𝑝𝑚)] − 273.15																																																										𝐸𝑞. 15 323 
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The regressed parameters (Table 1) can be used to predict T as a function of P and ln(Keq’) 324 

in comparison to measured T (Fig. 3). The Experimental and Combined Models fit the data almost 325 

equally well (Figs. 3A, B), although the Experimental Model shows a slight negative bias for 326 

natural rocks (c. 7 °C; Fig. 3B). Intercomparison of predicted temperatures (Fig. 4) shows very 327 

slight differences. The quality of fit can be expressed in terms of the MSWD for temperature, 328 

which is ~20 for the entire dataset (both models), ~4 for natural data alone, and ~51 for 329 

experimental data alone. The experimental data are harder to fit because temperature errors are so 330 

small, but uncertainties would have to be increased to ±70 °C to reduce the MSWD to ~1.0. Such 331 

an unreasonably large error indicates that the experiments are not mutually reconcilable. The 332 

largest deviations between modeled and measured temperatures occur with the experimental data 333 

of Tomkins et al. (2007), but there is no systematic behavior with respect to misfit and pressure.  334 

As anticipated by Ferry and Watson (2007) and shown by Tomkins et al. (2007), DV of 335 

reaction is positive and should cause the original experimental calibration of Watson et al. (2006) 336 

to underestimate temperature at high pressure, and overestimate temperature at low pressure. This 337 

behavior is evident both for the Tomkins et al. (2007) experiments (e.g., compare 30 kbar vs. 1 bar 338 

experiments, Fig. 3C), and for natural data (e.g., selected points at high and low pressure extremes; 339 

Fig. 3C).  340 

Not surprisingly, the calibration of Tomkins et al. (2007) fits data well for experiments 341 

published in 2006 and 2007 because they were the basis of the calibration. However, it 342 

underestimates temperatures for more recent 10 kbar experiments (Hofmann et al., 2013), and 343 

overestimates temperatures for most natural data (Fig. 3D). These discrepancies reflect very 344 

different values for fit parameter “b” (corresponding mathematically with DS/R) compared with 345 

the current regressions (Table 1). The regressed parameters for each model can also be used to 346 

predict ln(Keq’) as a function of T and P for comparison with measured ln(Keq’) (Fig. 2). The 347 

Combined and Experimental Models fit these data similarly (Fig. 2). 348 

In general, propagated uncertainties in temperature using the Combined Model are ~2.5 349 

times smaller than the Experimental Model (Table 2). The propagated error for the Tomkins et al. 350 

(2007) calibration based on their variance-covariance matrix is similar to the refined calibrations, 351 

but their regression method differs from this study.  352 

  353 
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Table 2. Temperatures and propagated temperature uncertainties† for different regressions. 354 
Concentration (ppm) 10 20 40 80 160 320 640 1280 
Experimental Model 
Temperature (°C) 408 445 487 534 587 647 717 797 
±2s 32 31 31 30 29 28 25 22 
Combined Model 
Temperature (°C) 418 455 497 544 597 658 727 807 
±2s 13 12 12 12 11 10 10 10 
Tomkins et al. (2007) 
Temperature (°C) 455 491 530 574 622 676 738 808 
±2s* 20 20 20 20 20 20 19 18 

†Errors in Zr content are not propagated in these calculations. 355 
*Re-regressing the same experimental data as Tomkins et al. (2007) using the bootstrap method of this 356 
study approximately doubles this error. 357 
 358 

Discussion 359 

The “best” thermometer calibration  360 

Based on statistics, the Combined Model has the smallest uncertainties in regressed 361 

parameters and propagated temperature, so would normally be considered preferable. However, 362 

assumptions needed to include natural data may render it less accurate than the Experimental 363 

Model. Excess scatter (high MSWD) occurs for experimental data, indicating that equilibration 364 

and reequilibration systematics are not fully understood. However, a lower MSWD for rocks 365 

mainly reflects an assigned temperature uncertainty that exceeds analytical error. For example, the 366 

analytical precision of a temperature estimate in a rock using other thermometers can be as low as 367 

±10 °C (2s; Kohn and Spear, 1991), whereas the minimum temperature uncertainty assigned in 368 

this study was ±25 °C, and many uncertainties are ±50 °C. This expansion of errors reflects 369 

uncertainties in petrologic models and compositional heterogeneity (“geologic error”; Kohn and 370 

Spear, 1991) and indicates that, again, our understanding of equilibration and reequilibration is 371 

incomplete. In that context, it is debatable whether rocks provide better constraints on thermometer 372 

accuracy. While the author recommends using the Combined Model for calculating temperatures 373 

(Eq.’s 9, 11, 13, 15), others may justifiably prefer the Experimental Model (Eq.’s 8, 10, 12, 14).  374 

Propagation of calibration errors  375 

No formal propagation of calibration errors appears to have been reported previously. 376 

Tomkins et al. (2007) suggest an overall uncertainty of ±30 °C (2s), but this seems to be based on 377 
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observed natural variability, not on calibration errors. The refined regressions imply temperature 378 

uncertainties for typical Zr contents of 20-30 °C for the Experimental Model, and 10-15 °C for the 379 

Combined Model (Table 2; all uncertainties 2s). Calculated errors in Table 1 demonstrate that use 380 

of data from natural rocks reduces uncertainties by a factor of ~2.5. As in Watson et al. (2006), the 381 

use of natural data, even with relatively large P-T uncertainties, constrains the calibration to lower 382 

temperatures more tightly than a calibration based on experiments only. The natural data also 383 

provide many more data at high pressure, from which pressure-dependencies can be more precisely 384 

estimated. In most thermometric regressions, propagated errors in temperature would increase 385 

towards the extremes of the data distribution. In the case of ZiR, errors are nearly uniform towards 386 

lower temperatures because natural data are dense at lower temperatures, and because a larger 387 

change in ln(Keq’) is needed to affect calculated temperature. 388 

The propagated error in temperature using the variance-covariance matrix for the original 389 

Tomkins et al. (2007) regression indicates 2s calibration uncertainties of c. 20 °C over the entire 390 

temperature range considered, only slightly higher than the Combined Model. However, the choice 391 

of regression model affects the propagated error. For example, application of the bootstrap method 392 

to the same experimental data used by Tomkins et al. (2007) results in propagated errors ranging 393 

from ±20 °C at T~800 °C to ±40°C for T≤550 °C. The bootstrap method tends to predict higher 394 

uncertainty because it makes fewer assumptions regarding data distributions, and it reduces the 395 

effects of outliers. Other types of regressions that make more assumptions will indicate smaller 396 

uncertainties.  397 

Total temperature uncertainties  398 

The total temperature uncertainty must include the effects of calibration errors and natural 399 

compositional variability. Different rocks can exhibit highly different compositional variability 400 

within and among rutile grains. In that context, Penniston-Dorland et al. (2018) proposed a method 401 

(the “mean-max” method) for identifying the likely range of maximum Zr contents in rutile, which 402 

they interpreted to represent compositions corresponding with peak metamorphic conditions. 403 

Application of this method to thermometry of rocks from Santa Catalina, California yielded a 404 

typical temperature precision of ~±5 °C (2s). Such a small error reflects clustering of high-Zr data 405 

in their rocks and the insensitivity of ZiR thermometry to Zr content (i.e., even large uncertainties 406 

in Zr content propagate to small uncertainties in calculated temperature). Together (taking the 407 
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square root of the sum of the squares), calibration errors plus natural variability would produce a 408 

combined error of ±10-15 °C, comparable to the propagated error reported in Ferry and Watson 409 

(2007), although smaller than for the calibration of Tomkins et al. (2007). This error represents a 410 

best-case scenario for rocks with highly consistent rutile compositions. Rocks with greater 411 

variability in rutile composition could have much higher temperature uncertainties. 412 

Comparison to thermodynamic properties  413 

While fit parameters do not necessarily equate to thermodynamic properties, the direct 414 

mathematical correspondence between Equations 2 and 7 invites comparison. Because the 415 

tetragonal form of ZrO2 cannot be quenched, its thermodynamic properties are not well known. 416 

However, molar volumes of different minerals commonly show rather similar sensitivities to 417 

temperature and pressure, so comparison of measured DV with fit parameter c is arguably more 418 

robust. A decrease in volume of several percent attends the transition from monoclinic to tetragonal 419 

ZrO2 at 1 bar (Patil and Subbarao, 1969). Experiments relevant to estimation of DV include 420 

measurements of DS of transition at 1 bar and 1200 °C (3.69±0.21 J/mol·K; Moriya and Navrotsky, 421 

2006, and the P-T location of a triple point among ZrO2 polymorphs (530±30 °C at 19.8±2.8 kbar; 422 

Block et al., 1985; Fig. 1). Using the Clapeyron relationship (dP/dT = DS/DV), and assuming that 423 

DS does not change appreciably from the 1 bar transition at 1200 °C to the triple point, these data 424 

suggest a volume decrease of 0.1 to 0.14 J/bar (5.5±1%). At 675 °C and 14 kbar (the median P-T 425 

conditions of the dataset), and using tabulated volumes, compressibilities, and thermal 426 

expansivities for baddeleyite, a-quartz, and zircon (Holland and Powell, 1998), calculated DV is 427 

0.38±0.02 J/bar. This value is indistinguishable from the regressed values for the Experimental 428 

and Combined Models, but falls outside the range reported by Tomkins et al. (2007). If 429 

thermodynamic properties of t-ZrO2 improve, calculation of Zr-in-rutile temperatures may 430 

likewise become more accurate. 431 

  432 
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Implications 433 

Implications for rocks  434 

The refined calibrations yield similar temperatures as the Tomkins et al. (2007) calibration 435 

at 700-800 °C but deviations up to 25-35 °C occur at T≤600 °C (Table 2; Fig. 3). That is, new ZiR 436 

temperatures will be lower than have been commonly calculated from the Tomkins et al. (2007) 437 

calibration for blueschists and low-T eclogites. While this difference should be considered in 438 

future studies, many temperature estimates in these rock types have been based on 439 

thermodynamically-based mineral assemblage diagrams (MAD’s or “pseudosections”), so no 440 

change in interpretation is required.  441 

Implications for thermodynamic calculations  442 

The similarity of the Experimental and Combined Models is striking – calculated 443 

temperatures are typically different by <10 °C (although differences increase at lower pressure). 444 

Yet, temperatures for experiments were directly measured, whereas temperatures for rocks were 445 

determined through thermodynamic inversion of mineral compositions and modes. The similarity 446 

of temperature estimates for rocks using these two very different approaches indicates that 447 

thermodynamic databases and thermobarometers must be broadly consistent with the ZiR 448 

experiments. That is, ZiR experiments support the accuracy of other thermodynamic calculations, 449 

even though the experiments do not directly constrain those calculations. 450 

The regressed a, b, c, and d parameters are analogous to DH, DS/R, DV and W, respectively. 451 

Tomkins et al. (2007) reformulated their regression results for thermodynamic applications (see 452 

their Appendix), so some comparison to their regressed values in Table 1 is warranted in a 453 

thermodynamic context. The inferred values for DH, DS and W do not overlap within uncertainty 454 

with the values reported in Tomkins et al. (2007) while the values for DV are indistinguishable for 455 

the Experimental Model, but do not overlap for the Combined Model. Regressed values for W in 456 

this study imply substantially greater non-ideality of mixing between ZrO2 and TiO2 than 457 

originally inferred. This parameter influences calculated T for T>~1200 °C but becomes less 458 

relevant at T<~1000 °C. The differences in DH and DS values between regressions partly reflect 459 

their negative correlation (-0.93 to -0.96): any increase in DH causes a corresponding decrease in 460 

DS. So, values for DH and DS are more compatible than a simple comparison of errors might at 461 
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first suggest. Nonetheless, the differences in the regressed values for DS and the fits to the data are 462 

conspicuous (Fig. 3A and 3B vs. 3D). If used in thermodynamic calculations, the parameters 463 

derived from the Combined Model are recommended. 464 

Implications for rutile compositional variability  465 

The refined calibrations improve confidence in the accuracy of ZiR thermometry for 466 

natural rocks, potentially reducing errors to ~±10-15 °C. Nonetheless, the uncertainties in Zr 467 

concentration assigned to samples used for calibration (expressed as percent) are far larger than 468 

typically encountered for other thermometers. For example, for Fe-Mg exchange thermometers 469 

like garnet-biotite, identifying which compositions to pair typically introduces relative 470 

compositional uncertainties of 5%, which propagates to temperature uncertainties of ~25 °C. This 471 

level of compositional uncertainty exceeds counting statistics errors (≤~2% relative error for 472 

EPMA data, or ±~10 °C) by a factor of 2-3, but is considerably smaller than the total range in Fe-473 

Mg compositions that can be found for a single mineral in a rock (e.g., more than 100% for Mg in 474 

some growth-zoned garnets). In practice, we apply petrologic criteria to identify which 475 

compositions were most likely in equilibrium (e.g., Kohn and Spear, 2000). These criteria have 476 

been developed over decades of research on the growth, diffusive (re)equilibration, 477 

recrystallization, and consumption of minerals.  478 

Such a well-established body of research does not yet exist for rutile. Unlike ~5% 479 

compositional uncertainties that can attend Fe-Mg thermometry, the average uncertainty assigned 480 

to Zr concentrations for the calibration samples was ~20%, indicating substantial data scatter. 481 

Some data scatter might reflect micro-inclusions of zircon, which can cause spuriously high Zr 482 

analyses and data scatter (Zack et al., 2004; Chalmers et al., 2007). However, not all high-Zr rutile 483 

can be explained this way, for example when there are clusters of high-Zr measurements 484 

(Penniston-Dorland et al., 2018). Prograde relict grains probably contribute low-Zr outliers. Other 485 

possible biases include incomplete equilibration with quartz (high Zr-rutile) or zircon (low-Zr 486 

rutile), possibly because of slow diffusion along grain boundaries (see discussions in Taylor-Jones 487 

and Powell, 2015; Kohn et al., 2016). These observations imply that we do not understand 488 

equilibration of Zr in rocks so well as for major elements like Fe-Mg. Further investigation of 489 

compositional variability in rutile is warranted (e.g., Kooijman et al., 2012; Ewing et al., 2013; 490 

Kohn et al., 2016; Pape et al., 2016; Penniston-Dorland et al., 2018; Smye et al., 2018), as well as 491 
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transport of Zr through the rock matrix (Ewing et al., 2013; Kohn et al., 2016), although limitations 492 

to transport have been suggested as yet only during retrograde cooling. From the perspective of 493 

ZiR alone, incompatibilities between thermometers exceeding ~25 °C are statistically significant, 494 

and further thermometric comparisons may provide another route for improving applications to 495 

rocks. 496 
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Figure captions 663 

Figure 1. Pressure vs. temperature diagram, showing distribution of datapoints used for calibration. 664 

Lines depict key stability bounds for polymorphs of SiO2 and ZrO2 (baddeleyite, tetragonal ZrO2, 665 

and a second tetragonal form of ZrO2, “t-II ZrO2”).  666 

 667 

Figure 2. Visualizations of predicted vs. measured ln(Keq) for the Experimental and Combined 668 

Models, showing nearly identical fits to the data. MSWD is calculated as applied to all data (i.e., 669 

not just experiments for the Experimental Model). 670 

 671 

Figure 3. Visualizations of predicted vs. measured T. Numbers next to symbols are pressure in 672 

kbar, except for “1b” (1 bar). (A, B) The Experimental Model and Combined Model both show 673 

excellent fits to data, excepting experimental results of Tomkins et al. (2007). There is no 674 

systematic behavior in model misfit and pressure for Tomkins et al. (2007) data. (C) Model of 675 

Ferry and Watson (2007) shows significant underprediction vs. overprediction of temperature for 676 

high-pressure vs. low-pressure data, for both rocks and experiments. (D) Model of Tomkins et al. 677 

(2007) shows fairly good fit for experimental data used in the original calibration (Watson et al., 678 

2006; Tomkins et al., 2007), but underprediction for more recent experiments of Hofmann et al. 679 

(2013), and overprediction of natural data. 680 

 681 

Figure 4. Comparison of predicted temperatures for the Experimental and Combined Models, 682 

showing virtually identical predictions over a large range of temperatures (and pressures). The 683 

Experimental Model deviates to slightly lower values at low temperature, and slightly higher 684 

values at high temperature, giving rise to slightly different regressed values for fit parameters. 685 




